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Abstract—This paper aimed to find out the students’ perspective on Innovative Learning Technology (ILT) usage in Indonesian Vocational Higher Education. The researchers administered an online questionnaire to thirty-eight students of Business English class. Data were analyzed descriptively. The results of this study showed that students perceived the ILT integration, ILT skill, and ILT usefulness. This study also found the ILT type preferred by the lecturers and devices (mobile hotspots or campus Wi-Fi hotspot) used mostly by the students to access the ILT. This study recommends the vocational higher education to improve ILT facilities for enhancing the quality of learning. The utilization of innovative learning technology for education, mainly learning English, has become a necessity to implement. Various innovative learning technology applications properly utilized optimally for educational purposes. The use of innovative learning technology for education can be carried out in multiple forms accordingly to its function. Although innovative learning technology is essential, the value of interpersonal relationships in the learning process of English is at the center of that experience. However, face-to-face sessions are precious. Learning methods that integrate independent and student-centered learning while being supervised by teachers have proven to help support and motivate students in achieving their goals in learning English.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The 21st century requires mastery of English as the leading international communication language. English has been for years and continues to overgrow significantly, along with the development of Internet technology. Eaton pointed out that in 2000 there were around one billion English language students who had doubled until 2010 [1]. This data shows a surge in learning English. The rapid development of science and technology has emerged the innovative learning technology, and its application displays video and animation effect makes exciting English learning. The development of innovative learning technology has established a promising stand for reformation and exploration of English learning.

Innovative Learning Technology (ILT) plays an active part in conveying education in the current setting [2]. Now, we live in the widespread use of computers and individual rising demands, including teachers, students, and people in business to become technologically literate. At the beginning of the 21st century, the technology available to access language learning and teaching resources are very diverse. How to use these technology applications can be located in classrooms around the world. Teaching English students using computer technology and technology as a learning medium helps maximize the process of learning and teaching English. Classes should be equipped with technology to promote learning innovation and student autonomy in education. Digital technology and applications are widely available, including in the classroom. Still, they become ineffective or risky if they are split up in a wise and meaningful way of the learning process.

Innovative learning technology plays an active role in encouraging activities and initiating students of vocational higher education in English learning in the classroom [3]. Dockstader [4] stated that technological innovation is developing rapidly and changing students’ attitudes in line with the growth of ease of internet access. The growing internet has facilitated the ever-increasing English and makes computer use as non-exclusive media. The technological developments allow other devices such as smartphones to enable students to access the information needed quickly, along with the development of innovative technology. The circumstance led to the birth of a significant explosion of literature, especially in the use of English learning technology [5].

Innovative technology is welcomed as an essential part of learning and tends to emphasize the learning process on the
expected role of technology in the pedagogical perspective [6]. Finally, a strong assumption is built that if it ignores the development of technology, the quality of learning is increasingly left behind regardless of any discipline or branch of science being studied. Therefore, English language teachers need to understand and master innovative technology and have comprehensive knowledge about what is available in Innovative Learning Technology. Lecturers can use Innovative Learning Technology to present engaging, interactive, and dynamic lectures. Many techniques can be applied to various levels of English learning situations. Some methods are useful for long-distance learning [7], and some other techniques help in teaching English language skills [8], [9].

However, the principle of teaching must respect new technology and function as a provider and never let the machine take over the role of the teacher [10]. Innovative learning technology is present by not limiting the function of conventional teaching, the presence of technology maximizes traditional teaching. There are many reasons why all learners and instructors of English together must understand how to utilize modern technology. New learning technology develops and spreads so quickly that its use can no longer be avoided [11], including the teaching and learning process. English language teaching has traditionally hampered students’ ability to understand specific language competencies and technological skills and made students passive recipients of knowledge. With instructor instruction that directs the right mindset and motivates students, innovative learning technology is expected to help integrate traditional teaching with modern learning and give students more significant opportunities.

Innovative learning technology can offer sufficient information to students [12]. Students can get far more information than is traditionally obtained from textbooks and help them to present a cultural background. Besides, students can also access rich content and language material that is truly lively and far more natural. Students cannot only improve their language skills but also learn culture from the various channels available free of charge. Teaching based on innovative learning technology enriches the teaching content and utilizes the limited time in class as well as possible and breaks the teaching patterns that are centered on the instructor to improve classroom efficiency. The traditional teaching model emphasizes instructors’ instruction, and the information provided is limited, especially if it is a large class.

Conversely, innovative learning technology extends beyond space and time to create a more lively environment [13]. A visualization that presents authentic conditions in learning English can stimulate student initiative [14] and save students time in accessing various information in class. Teaching based on innovative learning technology emphasizes the students’ role and interaction between lecturers and students. Using innovative learning technology in creating contexts creates an excellent platform for teachers and students’ communication. The main feature of teaching based on innovative learning technology aims at increasing students’ communicative competence, where the teacher’s role as a facilitator must be very prominent. Besides, teachers must also actively participate in creating a conducive environment for learning English. Thus, teachers no longer necessarily convey information in a class that seems to force students to accept it passively. Teaching based on innovative learning technology creates an inspiring English teaching context.

This method is, of course, expected to make the class livelier and more attractive, as well as to optimize class organization. Innovative learning technology has visibility and activeness features. The teaching of English is striving to be able to integrate sound and images to enhance initiative, both on the part of the teacher and students. The teacher can also use drawing media to enrich the material when using the software. With the help of innovative learning technology in the classroom, students can understand the subject matter. An interactive learning and teaching process that uses innovative learning technology to learn English effectively can stimulate students to be interested in learning English [15]. Besides, teachers are also increasingly enthusiastic and flexible in implementing English teaching. Innovative learning technology allows the learning context to take place outside the classroom. Teaching English by utilizing innovative learning technology can also create a learning environment that focuses on teacher guidance and is student-centered [16]. The teacher can guide students to deal with the problems that students face when learning in class. In such circumstances, students should be allowed to contact the teacher and receive feedback via email and other digital communication tools.

A global shift in the educational approach motivated the emergence of several new settings in the process of teaching and learning [17]. Teachers are witnesses of the transition from a face-to-face approach to distance learning using video conferencing technology that demands student creativity. This new approach places the focus on students and is intended to adapt to modern needs through the boundaries of space and distance. Digital media, as one of the innovative learning technology, plays an essential role in learning [18] and has an indispensable contribution to uniting students’ views and expectations about its use in the learning process.

Innovative learning technology is based on the use of computer chip systems, digital applications, and networks. Innovative learning technology includes all electronic devices such as DVD players, Liquid Crystal displays (LCD) projectors, interactive whiteboards, mobile devices, and other applications or devices. It is undeniable that Innovative Learning Technology has become the center of attention in language learning and learning. Innovative learning facilities such as computers, the internet, and broadcast technology can be used to communicate, create, disseminate, store, and manage information.

Innovative learning technology has been used thoroughly in all aspects of life, including education. The use of innovative learning technology in the field of Education, especially in language learning, has developed significantly. The effectiveness of the integration of innovative learning technology in the classroom requires appropriate pedagogy that can not only improve the quality of learning but can also change the learning approach. The integration process works effectively if innovative learning technology provides tools and environments that support active learning. Besides, the
integration process should also encourage all parties to think and work creatively and create new knowledge. The method of integrating innovative learning technology also emphasizes the importance of self-reflection, feedback, interpersonal communication, collaboration, and interactive both in the classroom and in the community [19].

English for Specific Purposes (ESP), especially in Business English, has a long history and is increasingly popular since the 1960s. The integration between students' needs and learning approaches is critical. Many language teachers have integrated innovative technology into classrooms that students can use when they enter the workforce. In English language teaching and learning, ESP also has used technology in its various forms of high-tech digital technology such as interactive whiteboards [20]–[23], Web 2.0 [24]–[26], mobile technologies [27]–[35], virtual environment [36]–[39], and Skype/online conferencing [40], [41].

The role of innovative learning technology in language learning and teaching is critical, especially for presenting the quality of native speakers as authentic learning on English communication. Reading online news or watching the news in the target language requires access to technology. In the process of learning and teaching, teachers can bring the outside world context into the classroom. Teachers can present authentic natural settings of English usage. Teachers can expose students to various English accents and train students to listen to English pronunciation from native speakers [42].

Apart from the positive impact of technology, technology may conflict with many educational goals. Disproportionate use of learning technology can result in deterioration of student literacy competencies, neglected educational environments, social interactions between teachers and students being ignored, and students becoming more individual when using technology [43].

The complexity of technology integration in teaching attracts several researchers to investigate the impact of using innovative learning technology in teaching and learning. However, the use of innovative learning technology is considered to increase the academic achievement that is relatively more significant than conventional technology. Integrating innovative learning technology into higher education is to improve the quality of the learning process, to encourage students to ‘think about their thinking’ during learning, and to prepare students for a world of work in which knowledge-sharing [44].

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

The study was conducted at the Business Administration Department of Politeknik Negeri Ujung Pandang (PNUP), Makassar, South Sulawesi, Indonesia. The participants of this study are thirty-eight students who attended the Business English course. An online survey using Google Form was used to collect the data from the respondents. The questionnaire was designed to find out the responses of the students on the significance of Innovative Learning Technology (ILT), including the following aspects:

- ILT integration
- ILT skill
- ILT usefulness.

This study also finds out the ILT type preferred by the lecturers and learning materials access. The data gathered were analyzed descriptively. The descriptive statistics, especially in the form of a percentage, has been employed frequently for data analysis, and the reduction technique has been employed data interpretation [45], [46].

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The findings in this research are presented based on each item in the questionnaire. The collected data are presented under the heading of three categories, namely students’ responses on the significance of ILT, types of ILT preferred by the lecturers, and learning materials access. Besides, this section also presents the discussion in this research by emphasizing the impact of ILT tools perceived by students. The results and the discussion are presented in the following subsection.

A. Students’ Responses on the Significance of ILT

This section provides the perspective of the students on the significance of Innovative Learning Technology (ILT) based on three issues; they are ILT integration, ILT, skills, and ILT usefulness. The following Figure 1 shows the student's responses to the three aspects of Innovative Learning Technology.

![Fig. 1 Students’ responses on the significance of ILT](iliker.png)

1) ILT integration: This study also found that the inclusion of technology by the teacher was relatively high (70%), moderate frequency (28%), and the lowest frequency of technology integration was 2%. It shows that most teachers have integrated innovative learning technology in their teaching practice. The results indicated that by integrating technology in teaching, the teachers have shifted from traditional mode into a modern one. The development of computer network technology is not only a change in the conventional teaching model but also an impact on the conventional teaching philosophy [47]. Also, it changed teachers’ and students’ role and status in the traditional teaching process and is becoming a challenge for our traditional teaching methods and educational system. The shortage of teaching recourses, which is a prominent issue, is caused by college enrollment. Faced with this situation,
integrating computer network technology and college English teaching effectively has become the key solution.

Today, there are many revolutionary changes in the classroom. The teaching method alone is not enough as the only element to teach English effectively. The effectiveness of teaching English requires the creation of a well-planned classroom environment. Students need a direction on how to learn well and effectively. Innovative Learning and Technology has led teachers to change the way to teach and made students change the way to learn English. At present, learning based on innovative learning technology is considered more beneficial than lecture-based learning.

Teachers need to find ways to use technology as a teaching medium [48], [49]. The innovative learning technology offers many choices, such as fun and productive learning. In conventional classes, teachers generally stand in front of students and provide explanations using a blackboard. This technique needs to be slightly modified in connection with technological developments. The integration of the innovative learning technology texts in the classroom helps students become more acquainted with academic vocabulary and grammar. The integration of the use of printed texts, films, and the internet allows students to infer the information and familiarize themselves with numerous resources for interpretation. The internet presents students with various collections of English texts in multiple disciplines.

The integration of the internet in innovative learning technology can increase student motivation [50]. Besides, the use of digital media, such as film, seems to help students understanding topics and develop their knowledge. The teacher tries to encourage students to learn to use technology media but ignores the meaningful aspects of the use of technology. Students can experience meaningful learning when technology is used in the learning process using computers and the internet. Learning based on innovative learning technology helps students develop higher-level thinking skills and research competences. Hence, the right integration between innovative learning technology and teaching methodology can attract students’ attention to learning English.

2) ILT skill: The second question on the instruments is to find out the familiarity of the student towards innovative learning technology integration. The result showed the strong familiarity of students (84%) on innovative learning technology integration, 15% were less familiar, only 1% of the students who were unfamiliar with technology integration used in teaching Business English. The students self-assessed on innovative learning technology familiarities included their skills and confidence concerning undertaking various technical tasks. The more familiar students to the innovative learning technology application in language learning, the better students’ study results, particularly concerning subject mastery.

The skill to use various innovative learning technologies depends on the availability of technological devices [5], starting from essential things, namely computers to display images with the help of a projector, interactive board, or a TV set. The internet makes lessons easier to prepare, and interactions are faster. The application of various innovative learning technologies that involve the use of new technology is increasingly gaining support from multiple parties, not only in educational institutions but also in public education institutions. Teachers who are equipped with innovative learning technology tools can be more skillfully using digital resources and innovative learning technology tools [51]. Students, using modern technology devices individually can revise and feel authentic material provided by teachers both during class and at home. This course aims to make students more actively involved and satisfied with the results obtained. Therefore, both students and teachers must have access to a variety of innovative learning technologies through a variety of technological devices.

3) ILT usefulness: In terms of usefulness, 63% of students perceived innovative learning technology as very useful, and 37% perceived it as useful in English for Business course, none of the respondents perceived it as less useful or not useful. These survey results indicate that almost all the students involved in this study had a much higher perception of the usefulness of innovative learning technology in the teaching and learning process. Availability of access to information and material on various topics on the internet, students, could easily find relevant and up-to-date content [52].

The profitability of using innovative learning technology is considered necessary, especially by young people and English teachers who recognize and strengthen ideas related to technology usage in the classroom [53]. Conversely, for older generations, not a few who criticize and underestimate the presence of learning technology. It is essential to realize that innovative learning technology exists to meet the individual needs of students in a group through a digital material approach. These activities not only stimulate students’ creative thinking but also motivate them to practice language, both in and outside the classroom [54]. Besides, innovative learning technology can reveal students to practice the language in a familiar environment. This can relieve students to solve language barriers because they no longer feel isolated.

English learning material can be tailored out of the textbook [55]. Students get the chance to learn authentic language material. Students have been exposed to real-world realities related to language skills, and they tend to meet many communities. Besides, students are accustomed to gathering useful information and material, because today, most students use devices such as mobile phones and laptop at home. Moreover, students are very eager to learn and can stay focused longer in class. Various study materials available online can prevent students from feeling bored and monotonous. The learning process is growing to be more well-organized and independent. Internet access at home helps students develop language learning speed. Students can use additional learning platforms provided by teachers to master the assigned language competencies. Finally, the application of modern technology in the classroom can help students to develop the skills needed at work. Students gain practical skills, such as research and critical thinking.
B. Types of ILT Preferred by the Lecturers

The next question on the instrument required respondents to list the types of technology used by their Business English lecturers, the respondents listed as follows: LCD, computer, laptop, PowerPoint presentation, slides. The participants also put other online application such Edmodo, WebCT, Macromedia flash, Web-based learning, E-learning, Learning Management System, Mendeley application, Online journal system, innovative learning, Spada (long-distance online learning), Moodle, Google Classroom, Emails, Video Conference and other social media such as YouTube, Facebook, WhatsApp. When the participants were asked about students’ technology preferences, the results showed that they mostly preferred online applications.

YouTube was the highest preferred (40%), followed by WhatsApp (31%), Learning Management System (15%), and the rest of 14% distributed respectively into other online applications like Edmodo, Video Conference, Facebook, and other online applications. This study indicates that students choose a pedagogical approach that is more diverse in the use of innovative learning technology.

The results were not surprising that students tended to choose the online application rather than other conventional learning technology tools [51]. Authentic needs and assignments of students are fundamental in Business English learning. Many language instructors have integrated this type into the learning media they use [50]. The technological and media applications that teachers use are very diverse, valued at Websites, YouTube, WhatsApp, and other sources of information in recent years.

C. Learning Materials Access

The participants accessed the online material in the class, on campus, library, at home, and in the internet café as the students feel comfortable to access. The most surprising that despite the campus provided free internet access to students, only 38% of respondents used it to access the online materials, the students mostly used their mobile hotspot, they are about 62% instead. The limited access and poor connections were the main reasons why they preferred using their data plan. To improve the quality of innovative learning technology integration, the institution should guarantee that all the equipment required is available for students. The institution also should provide institutional support and ensure the availability of Wi-fi connection to meet the Industrial Revolution 4.0 [56]. It is expected to enhance the literacy classroom [57].

The trend and demands of the mobility era are making the proliferation of laptop and smartphone devices necessitating efforts to increase the Wi-Fi Access Point. It is expected that there will be the continued development of high-end level/enterprise Wi-Fi access points due to the complex use and increase of hit request access in the campus environment. Many campus internet devices are equipped with firewalls. Few people realize that there is indeed no immediate impact felt by users. Whereas on the network side, it is conducive to efforts to secure networks on campus for filtering content, filtering against malware/spyware, and helping to prevent users from being frustrated into links that cannot be accounted for security. Of course, this also contributes to slowing access because of all access through filtering in advance. The problem that arises that there are many requests on the campus network so that sometimes it makes the device overloaded on its resume.

D. The Impact of ILT Tools Perceived by Students

This study supports that students who viewed educational technology, especially online technology, improve English proficiency [58]. A significant feature of innovative learning technology is subject to enhance students’ ability in listening and speaking as well as develop reading and academic writing skills [59]–[61]. At present, many open-source sites allow students to access various online educational activities and exercises in subject areas created by other teachers. This technological innovation enables students to facilitate their learning. Technological innovation has an extraordinary advantage in providing students with motivating means to be actively involved in learning and to get immediate feedback without requiring physical closeness with an instructor. Students also feel that educational technology can enhance advanced technology adaptation skills. By using the internet, students gain digital literacy skills in addition to learning the target language.

In addition to this, students in this research particularly valued that integrating technology gave them opportunities for collaboration skills in the form of knowledge sharing and
support using technologies. Collaboration skill encompasses the aptitude to work effectively in a group as well as to be respectful and responsible for members’ value and works [19]. The research indicated that students perceived that the use of technologies in their learning developed their creativity. They had more chances to explore their creativity. Students’ creativity is related to the use of innovative learning technology in English language learning, such as self-made projects, group-made projects, task-based activity, imaging, and class project or workshop on a particular topic [62].

From Vygotsky’s theoretical perspective, innovative learning technology mediates student learning that is creative and developed by developing dynamic zones [63], [64]. Using innovative learning technology shows that more teachers use innovative learning technology in the classroom so that fewer classes are teacher-centered and student-centered. Innovative Learning Technology requires the presence of classrooms that encourage innovative, independent, dynamic, and student-centered learning.

Learning English in the current era is increasingly facilitated by the presence of technological innovation [24], [25]. Students no longer rely on classes but can study anywhere and anytime, including smartphones and portable computers. The teacher’s role is no longer the only source of knowledge but instead directs its students to learn interactively in various media that are familiar to them. Universities and colleges should provide support for various innovative learning technology training activities. Organizing activities based on innovative learning technology is intended to facilitate English language instructors in developing teaching methods. In current times, instructors are no longer trained to teach English in traditional ways such as writing, reading, from textbooks. Now there are mobile applications that can be utilized so that learning becomes more engaging, interactive, and dynamic.

Besides, English language teachers have a large role in helping their students achieve better educational opportunities, such as overseas scholarships. The average overseas scholarship requires participants to have good English skills. The role of English language instructors is enormous so that their students are better prepared to face challenges so that they are more likely to receive scholarships.

English teachers must not be antipathy to change in order always to be able to develop actual teaching methods in line with the times. In the current era, teachers are no longer more dominant in speaking. Now teachers are required to give the most extensive possible space for students to perform so that we can also measure their abilities [65]. Finally, teachers try to build student enthusiasm by facilitating them to convey the challenges and experiences they face in learning English as an evaluation of English teaching based on innovative learning technology.

IV. CONCLUSION

This study showed that students perceived the Innovative Learning Technology (ILT) integration, ILT skill, and ILT usefulness. This study also found the ILT type preferred by the lecturers and devices used mostly by the students to access the ILT. YouTube was the highest preferred, followed by WhatsApp and Learning Management System, and the rest are distributed respectively into other online applications like Edmodo, Video Conference, Facebook, and other online applications. The results indicate that students perceived more the diverse online pedagogical approaches and access the materials using mobile hotspots than the Wi-Fi network provided by the campus.

The involvement of students in the classroom becomes the biggest problem in the world of education. Regular classrooms, it is quite difficult to make students stay focused on the material provided. This is because teachers do not know what keeps students interested in the class. When students are distracted, the instructors cannot repeat the missed material. With innovative learning technology, students can learn from anywhere if they are connected to the internet. Students can also be free to ask questions without having to feel embarrassed by classmates. The function of social networking is now not merely a matter of reconnecting with old friends or relatives far away. Students can also use social networking to enter learning communities. Students who are learning English can join English learning communities or groups on social networks. Within the community, students can share study tips or even practice right away.
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